Hayao Miyazaki

宮崎 駿 (Miyazaki Hayao) is a Japanese film director, producer, screenwriter, animator, author, and manga artist. His career lasts more than 50 years. Miyazaki is a maker of anime feature films and co-founder of Studio Ghibli - a film and animation studio.
Biography

- Miyazaki was born in Tokyo (1941-01-05).
- His father was director of „Miyazaki Airplane”, which fought World War II. During this period Miyazaki painted a lot of planes and later used them in his animated films.
- Miyazaki's mother suffered from tuberculosis and was lying in the bed from 1947 until 1955. Some of his anime herous had ill mothers.
- In 1963 he started to work as animator. He still likes to use traditional non-computer animation with water colors.
- The most famous work is Spirited away (2001).
Studio Ghibli (株式会社スタジオジブリ) is a Japanese animation film studio. The studio is best known for its anime feature films. It was founded in 1985. The logo of studio is Totoro, one of the most popular heroes of Miyazaki.
Castle in the sky LAPUTA

- This movie is about flying castle Laputa with robots and two kids Sheeta and Pazu. They want to find the castle.
Princess Mononoke

- This movie is about prince Ashitaka and San - a young woman who was raised by the wolves. They wanted to protect forest spirit.
In 1958 Japan, university professor Tatsuo Kusakabe and his two daughters, Satsuki and Mei, move into an old house to be closer to the hospital where their mother Yasuko is recovering from a long-term illness. One day Mei saw a white rabbit. She followed him and found a large sleeping creature which "presents itself" to be a Totoro.
Spirited away

Ten-year-old Chihiro Ogino and her parents are traveling to their new home when her father takes a wrong turn. They enter a magical world in which Chihiro's father and mother transformed into pigs. Chihiro needs to work for spirits and to save parents.
Thank you.